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In my opinion, great design is achieved, 
not only through the creative stage, 
but by understanding the intricacies 
of the entire end-to-end process. You 
can’t produce wonderful furniture by 
looking inwards - one has to have a solid 
grasp of global trends, manufacturing, 
sustainability, resource and even 
marketing. Only then can you truly create 
a successful and long-lasting collection.

The design industry in China is on a rapid 
upward trajectory and I feel hugely proud 
to be part of that movement. However, 
while China is gaining prosperity, I 
sense at times we still channel the 
spirit of a developing country. And as 
an independent design studio, we feel 
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a strong responsibility to lead, teach, 
and campaign for a better future.

I was born in Beijing, now the home 
of our headquarters, however, I also 
spent some of my early career working 
in Italy. I have had the opportunity to 
work alongside leading luxury brands in 
Europe, such as Fendi, Roche Bobois and 
Ligne Roset and I think this has granted 

me a very balanced view of world design. 
I always try to connect the dots between 
the Eastern and Western aesthetic, and I 
design for people who share that notion.

People sometimes ask me how it feels to 
have gained global recognition at such a 
young age. Truthfully, it’s not something 
I think about. I just feel very lucky to 
have found my place in the world.
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G O O D  D E S I G N  I S  S O M E T H I N G 

T H A T  C O M E S  N A T U R A L L Y  F R O M 

O U R  L I F E  E X P E R I E N C E .
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A dramatic showpiece for the eclectic modern home. 
Frank Chou’s Combo Sofa mixes supple leather and 
smooth woven wool, in rich contrasting earthy tones.

The sofa is a perfect marriage of Chou’s eastern 
heritage and a strong European foundation from his 
Italian tuition.

The alternating heights, textures and depth emulate a 
varying landscape and the minimalist silhouette makes 
the perfect space to rest one’s head, stretch out and 
relax. Please contact our customer service for material 
modifications.

Colour Combo  
Modular Sofa

Length 2750 mm
Depth 1190 mm
Height 775 mm

Available in Colour Combo or Monochrome
Combo Sofa C
Combo Sofa Series continues to follow the modular extension and the 
splicing idea of Studio’s representative work - Combo Sofa, can meet 
different space demands with its various size and color scheme.

COMBO SOFA C
- Red

COMBO SOFA C
- Grey

COMBO SOFA C
- Green
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Divided and packaged together all at once, the 
Combo Parcel Sofa is a settee of daring proportions. 
Its asymmetrical body fluidly draws the eyes, as if you 
were taking in a scenic painting. 

A minimalist silhouette, which makes for an expansive 
place to rest your head, stretch out and relax. The 
sofa is an illustration of Chou’s eastern customs and 
Italian sensibilities, taking shape in refined upholstery. 
Please contact our customer service for material 
modifications.

Combo Parcel Sofa Combo Slim Sofa

Length 3050 mm
Depth 890 mm
Height 830 mm

Available in Colour or Monochrome 

Perfectly portioned, as though it were carved piece 
by piece, the Combo Sofa Slim embraces an array of 
colour combinations that speak both to rooms more 
daring and the reserved. 

A demonstration of Chou’s eastern background 
and strong Italian influences, it takes shape in a 
solid wood structure and refined upholstery. Its form 
flawlessly frames the bodies which will comfortably 
splay across it. Please contact our customer service 
for material modifications.

Length 2000 mm
Depth 870 mm
Height 830 mm

Available in Colour or Monochrome 
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A modular chair that finds rhythm in juxtaposition. The 
Combo Armchair is the epitome of a classic silhouette 
reinterpreted through modern design language. With 
edges pleated with piping, a technique of the ages 
that illustrates the handcrafted nature of upholstering.

Propped up in an industrial feeling gold frame, 
splicing plush wool fabrics with sharp, cold metal. Its 
body encourages one to lean back lazily.

Combo Armchair

Length 630 mm
Depth 730 mm
Height 750 mm

Available in Colour or Monochrome
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A stylish and sophisticated armchair, combining 
comfort and tailoring-inspired fabric with sharp 
sculptural lines. 

The black metal frame is uplifted by beautiful brass 
hardware and the overall impression is that of 
cutting-edge luxury. Deep cushions offer a soft and 
supportive seat, while remaining true to the chair’s 
contemporary style. Please contact our customer 
service for material modifications.

A sharp and contemporary pouf, which works well to 
complement other furniture, or when paired with the 
matching Tailored collection.

The wool fabric is reminiscent of gentlemen’s tailored 
suits, giving this piece its unique name. Please contact 
our customer service for material modifications.

Tailored Textile Armchair Tailored Textile Pouf

Length 640 mm
Depth 780 mm
Height 780 mm

Available in Royal Blue, Charcoal Grey or Parakeet Green 

Length 570 mm
Depth 510 mm
Height 490 mm

Available in Royal Blue, Charcoal Grey or Olive Green 
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Visually commanding and almost sculptural, the Lento 
Lounge Chair features a clean silhouette, down to its 
cleverly hidden connective pieces. Its elongated seat 
allows you to sink back with gusto, flanked by two 
armrests which seamlessly round down. Crafted from 
solid wood, its body is entirely wrapped in velvet, 
much like a second skin.

Visually commanding and almost sculptural, 
the Lento Chair features a clean silhouette, 
down to its cleverly hidden connective pieces. 
Its structure calls for repose, with the optional 
addition of armrests, which seamlessly round 
down. Completely encased in textured velvet, 
it neatly swaddles its solid wood interior.

Lento Lounge ChairLento Chair

Length 610 mm
Depth 760 mm
Height 790 mm

Available in Azure Blue, Jade Green, 
Pewter Grey and Garnet Red

Length 520 mm
Depth 640 mm
Height 790 mm

Available in Azure Blue, Jade Green, Pewter Grey 
and Garnet Red with or without armrest  
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Exceptionally clean, the Vane Long Table comprises 
of flat, lacquered surfaces paired with statement 
gemstone edges. Equally powerful and polished, its 
wing-shaped legs add a gentle dimensionality to its 
expansive tabletop. 

A reflective, statuesque figure it echoes a crisp 
nonchalance no matter its surroundings.

Vane Long Table

Length 2000 mm
Depth 950 mm
Height 740 mm

Available in Lapis Blue or Pearl White 
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Exceptionally clean, the Vane Dining Table comprises 
of flat, lacquered surfaces paired with statement 
gemstone edges. Equally powerful and polished, 
its corner-shaped legs add a gentle dimensionality 
to its round tabletop. A reflective, statuesque 
figure it echoes a crisp nonchalance no matter its 
surroundings.

As with the dining table in this series, the Vane Coffee 
Table comprises of flat, lacquered surfaces paired 
with statement gemstone edges. Equally powerful 
and polished, its wing-shaped legs add a gentle 
dimensionality to its low-lying tabletop. A reflective, 
statuesque figure it echoes a crisp nonchalance no 
matter its surroundings.

Vane Dining Table Vane Coffee Table

Length 1600 mm
Depth 1600 mm
Height 750 mm

Available in Lapis Blue or Pearl White

Length 1200 mm
Depth 1200 mm
Height 330 mm

Available in Lapis Blue or Pearl White 
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The Axis Bookshelf has a comparatively unique 
rhythm to your standard bookcase. Its directional 
sections lead your eyes from left to right, much like 
when consumed by a novel.

Practicality with no sacrifice to originality, its clean 
black wooden lines are a prime place for beloved 
works of fiction and fables to be homed.

Axis Bookshelf

Length 1200 mm
Depth 400 mm
Height 1834 mm

A collision of textures and sculptured blocking of 
colours, the Rubato Coffee Table is a landscape in 
and of itself.

The naturally formed veins embedded within the 
marble house a fascinating tapestry of intricate 
lines and make each piece crafted one of a kind. 
Simultaneously playful and classic all at once, it is a 
centrepiece for the high spirited.

Rubato Coffee Table

Length 1500 mm
Depth 550 mm
Height 300 mm
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Two interlaced t-shaped platforms create the 
architectural nature of the Stack Marble Pedestal. 
An off-kilter mirrored image, chiselled from exquisite 
green marble, it is reminiscent of ancient antiquities.

Its striking form a pedestal for excellence an ideal 
resting spot for a 5pm tipple.

Stack Marble Pedestal

Length 320 mm
Depth 320 mm
Height 550 mm
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Reminiscent of plump paper lanterns, the Tune Lantern 
deconstructs the classic crimps and corners of the 
traditional Chinese palace lantern.

The asymmetrical T-shape base ensures the 
visual balance of the whole structure. Perfectly 
stout in contract with its slender lampstand, it is a 
demonstration of Frank’s love for when traditional 
culture and modern aesthetics collide.

Tune Lanterns

Length 203 mm
Depth 203 mm
Height 394 mm

Tune Table Lantern  

Length 265 mm
Depth 265 mm
Height 1455 mm

Tune Floor Lantern   

A modern-day obelisk, the Halo Floor and Table 
Lamps bring an industrial texture to all spaces. Its 
solid base is visually weighty, while its slender pillar 
accentuates its graceful stance. Coated in metallic 
gloss, it is a timeless figure of light, made more angelic 
by its halo lamp shade.

Halo Lamps

Length 250 mm
Depth 250 mm
Height 380 mm

Halo Table Lamp   

Length 300 mm
Depth 300 mm
Height 1400 mm

Halo Floor Lamp    
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A discrete and minimalist side table, with continuous 
lines connecting two brass platforms. This easily 
portable table makes an ideal chair-side addition, for 
holding drinks, books or house plants.

Infinity Side Table

Length 470 mm
Depth 260 mm
Height 555 mm

Available in Marble or Brass
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Delicate and artful, the Round and Square Fan 
Chairs are an ode to the traditional Chinese 
accessory. Its hollow-carved wood frame is 
supported by a network of metal bars, giving it a 
light, clean visual effect.

Its seat and backrest can be crafted with kvadrat 
wool or fine velvet on request. Its rounded backrest, 
a token of centuries-old fan culture and an emblem 
of nobility.

Fan Chair

Length 470 mm
Depth 534 mm
Height 888 mm

Available in velvet or wool 

Length 470 mm
Depth 534 mm
Height 788 mm

Available in velvet or wool  

A masterclass in structure, the Shore Chair emphasizes 
a bold, yet smooth facade. Bordered by two armrests, 
they create a sense of asymmetry. Its material 
language embraces contrast with sensibilities.

Its angled hind legs, give it the appearance of it 
leaning forward in conversation. Minature prongs 
steady its ergonomic matte seating, available in a 
matte wool or velvet. This is understated elegance at 
its finest.

Shore Chair

Length 592 mm
Depth 534 mm
Height 800 mm

Available in velvet or wool  
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